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Response to Anonymous Reviewer 3

Review comments are in double quotation marks. Line numbers (e.g. lines xxx-yyy)
refer to the manuscript attached as the supplement.

Comment: “Overall recommendation: Return to author for some revisions Overall this
is a good paper on a very important topic. The paper is well written, well organised
and the aims of the study are outlined well in the introduction. The conclusions and
discussion are also sound and backed up by the results that were obtained.
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The result that antecedent conditions are an important predictor is good...and consis-
tent with previous studies (e.g. Chiew, Verdon etc)... However, I have some concern
that the results and main conclusion (i.e. little skill associated with inclusion of large-
scale climate drivers as predictors) are more to do with methodology rather than there
actually being no skill associated with inclusion of climate indices as predictors.”

Response: Thanks for the positive feedback – we’ve tried to address your suggestions
to improve the paper, in particular modifying our major conclusion to state that the
addition of climate indices adds little information to that already contained in catchment
wetness, noting that catchment wetness implicitly includes a considerable amount of
information about the state of the current climate.

Specifically:

1) Comment: “More information is needed on the indices and how exactly they were
used? Are you basing your predictions on correlations between climate indices and
flow 1mth or3mths later? Or are you using stratification/phase type approaches as per
some of the studies you mention (e.g. Verdon, Chiew etc)?”

Response: Thanks for pointing out this wasn’t clear. We use lagged climate indices
(i.e. relationships between climate indices and high streamflows occurring in the next
1-month period or in the next 3-month period). To clarify this, we have changed the title
of the paper to “The challenge of forecasting high streamflows 1-3 months in advance
with lagged climate indices in southeast Australia” to emphasise the use of lagged
climate indices, define what we mean by ‘lagged climate indices’ (lines 210-216) and
use the term consistently throughout the paper.

2) Comment: “What about SAM, STR-intensity, STR-position, Interdecadal Pacific Os-
cillation (or similar PDO)?”

Response: We chose our indices from the work of Schepen et al. (2012). This paper
did not test the STR specifically, but showed that using lagged climate indices based
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on atmospheric variables – e.g. SAM – show very weak relationships with rainfall in
Australia. (We have reviewed the predictive power of lagged STR position/intensity
for seasonal forecasts but this work is not published: we found that lagged STR adds
negligible information to forecasts of seasonal rainfall totals under cross-validation.)
We discussed this issue using the Blocking index (B140) as an example, but we now
note that the same reasoning could be applied to SAM and the STR (lines 516-518).
While it is known that some atmospheric indices have strong concurrent correlations
with Australian rainfall, they have much lower autocorrelation than SST variables, which
tend to be more persistent, and therefore are of little value for forecasting. IPO-PDO
are not practically useful predictors for real-time forecasting systems, because it is not
possible to know with certainty whether we are in a PDO +ve or –ve phase at any given
moment (see response to comment #13, below). We have now discussed the difficulty
of using the IPO index explicitly (lines 543-552).

3) Comment: “What about potential interaction between different climate drivers (see
for example Gallant et al Understanding hydroclimate processes in the Murray-Darling
Basin for natural resources management. Hydrology and Earth System Sciences, 16,
2049-2068, doi:10.5194/hess-16-2049-2012)....such that two or more climate drivers
acting at the same time result in different conditions than if they were acting individu-
ally?”

Response: We agree that these interactions may add to the predictability of rainfall
in some cases. We now note that characterising such interactions may improve fore-
casts in future (lines 544-547, 558-560). We also note, however, that identifying and
characterising these interactions for the purposes of generating real-time forecasts is
extremely difficult. For example, the Gallant et al. paper cited above argue that interac-
tion between SAM and ENSO are an important indicator of rainfall in the Murray-Darling
Basin over the period 1904-2005. The finding is difficult to apply to real-time forecasting
because: 1. The calculations assume SAM can be calculated concurrently with rainfall.
SAM is an atmospheric phenomenon, and therefore less persistent than SST-based
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lagged climate indices for the purposes of forecasting rainfall (see response to com-
ment 2, above) 2. The interaction is defined by thresholds (in their case, a positive or
negative phase was defined as being outside ±0.5 standard deviations). Approaches
like this (which essentially stratify indices) are very difficult to use in statistical forecasts,
because they greatly reduce the data available to train statistical models. 3. Gallant’s
findings report the ability of correlations to describe historical data, rather than to fore-
cast rainfall. In general, predictive skill of indices (measured, e.g., by cross-validation)
are lower (sometimes much lower) than fitting skill. We have found in previous work
that including more than one climate variable as joint predictors of seasonal total rain-
fall/streamflow in the BJP model add negligible skill to forecasts (Robertson and Wang,
2012; Wang et al., 2012), and we now state this in the paper (lines 198-204).

Finally, these interactions should, in theory, be accounted for in dynamical coupled
ocean-atmosphere climate models, yet these models do not necessarily generate more
accurate rainfall forecasts than merged single-predictor statistical models, in particular
at longer lag times (Schepen et al., 2012b), as we now note (lines 560-562).

4) Comment: “For the SST related indices, basing your predictor on only 1 month may
not give a proper indication of the true climate state (e.g. for the climate state to be
considered a "true" La Niña the SSTs needed to be persistently warmer than average
to the north of Australia for several months).....because your method only considers the
one mth prior to the period you want to forecast for there is the possibility that what-
ever happened in that one month prior may not be indicative of the overlying "climate
state".....”

Response: We agree that including information from indices at longer lag times can add
information to rainfall forecasts, but (Schepen et al., 2012a) show that the strength of
the relationship between lagged climate indices and Australian rainfall declines rapidly
with lag time, and hence we decided to concentrate on climate indices at the shortest
possible lag time, as we now note in the paper (lines 211-214). Perhaps more impor-
tantly, much of the information of the climate ‘state’ is already contained in the estimate
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of catchment wetness. This means that the addition of lagged climate indices adds
little information, even in regions where teleconnections are strong. We now note this
explicitly in the discussion (lines 535-538).

5) Comment: “As you state in the paper for atmospheric related indices it is the opposite
to the point above.....1mth prior is too long to pick up things like cut-off lows, east coast
lows etc (i.e. the main weather events associated with high flows).......”

Response: We agree. Similar issues apply to other atmospheric indices, including
SAM and position/intensity of the STF, as described above. We now mention TSI and
SAM in this discussion (with B140) (lines 516-518).

6) Comment: “I think it is too easy to conclude that "including climate indices as pre-
dictors adds little skill to the forecasts" when in reality what you have actually shown
is that "including climate indices (as chosen and utilised by you in the method chosen
and developed by you) as predictors adds little skill to the forecasts (based on skill as-
sessments chosen by you)". There are several assumptions and sensitivities in there
and I think caveats should be made in the paper along those lines rather than just con-
cluding catchment wetness is pretty much all there is too it (intuitively and anecdotally
this doesn’t make sense - as alluded to page 3148, lines 15-25). For example, other
work (e.g. SEACI, Verdon, Kiem, Pook, Timbal etc) has shown that the frequency and
intensity of synoptic events typically associated with high flows (e.g. east coast lows,
cut-off lows etc) is dependent on the overarching climate state. So it isn’t so much that
climate indices do not add skill as it is that climate indices will only add skill if they are
used in such a way as to capture the variable frequency of sub-monthly weather events
that are associated with high flow events.”

Response: Thanks for this feedback, however, we largely disagree with this sentiment.
We agree that we could communicate our method and results better, and we have at-
tempted to address this comment with several additions and qualifications, which we
describe below. We believe our methods/analyses are robust and generalisable for
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the following reasons: 1. The studies cited above did not attempt to produce pseudo
real-time forecasts (i.e. with robust cross-validation and lagged climate indices), but
rather examined concurrent (not lagged) relationships between indicators of the cli-
mate state and rainfall. When cross-validation methods are employed to relationships
between lagged climate indices and rainfall these relationships are often weaker (as
demonstrated by Schepen et al. 2012 and Robertson and Wang 2012) than might
be supposed from an analysis of historical correlations based on concurrent relation-
ships between climate indices and rainfalls. 2. We show in this (and several other)
papers that RMSEP agrees broadly with other commonly used measures of probabilis-
tic forecast performance (in this paper, the Brier Score and the likelihood ratio). For
the analyses of the marginal predictive power of climate indices, we show an example
catchment (MUR) in Figure 1 below, which compares RMSEP to the well-known Con-
tinuous Ranked Probability Score (CRPS). There is very close agreement on both the
sign and the magnitude of the skill scores (indeed, RMSEP often shows slightly greater
marginal skill) and this holds true for other catchments. We have not included all these
analyses in the paper for the sake of brevity. To assist the reader in understanding the
RMSEP results we have added additional description of RMSEP to explain its utility
(lines 304-309). 3. We have deliberately chosen streams with long and largely com-
plete flow records (see response to comment #12 about streamflow records, below)
and employed stringent cross-validation to ensure that our findings are robust. 4. As
the reviewer notes, the relative importance of antecedent conditions for forecasting
seasonal streamflows with respect to forecasts of rainfall is well established by many
studies (e.g. Mahanama et al., 2012; Shukla and Lettenmaier, 2011; Li et al., 2009;
Koster et al., 2010; Robertson and Wang, 2013) and this includes statistical as well as
dynamical forecasts of rainfall. In short, we have taken a robust method, accounted for
all relevant uncertainties and found that by far the largest source of skill in forecasts
of high flows is antecedent catchment wetness. In addition, our findings are in strong
agreement with many other studies. Therefore we do not agree that we have drawn the
conclusion that climate indices add little skill to forecasts of high streamflows easily. We
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have gone to some lengths to demonstrate this finding through careful analyses and
reasoning. To the degree that large scale climate indices are correlated with precipita-
tion, it is highly likely that they will be correlated with antecedent catchment wetness.
In other words, it is not that correlations between lagged climate indices and precipi-
tation are non-existent, it is that lagged indices do not add more (climate) information
to forecasts than is already available in antecedent catchment moisture. This seems
intuitive (at least to us).

Finally, we agree that we can improve the explanation of both our methods and results
to clarify these issues, which we have attempted to do as follows: 1) We have added
‘lagged climate indices’ to the title of our paper to reflect the scope of the paper 2)
We have expanded our discussion of results to note that catchment wetness imparts
considerable information about the current state of the climate, which may explain the
negligible contribution of lagged climate indices to forecast skill (lines 535-538) 3) As
noted above, we have expanded our explanation of RMSEP to explain its utility (Lines
304-309)

7) Comment: "’Normalising and stabilising variance’ in predictands and predictors (as
the BJP does, as described section 2.2.4) I don’t think is a good way to do this given the
inherent variability, non-linearity, and non-stationarity associated with flow (especially
high flows) in Australia.”

Response: It is precisely because the relationships we are attempting to describe are
often non-linear and show high variability that we transform the data. Streamflows in
general, and high flows in particular, have highly non-normal distributions (accompa-
nied by inhomogeneous variance), and their relationships to the various indices cannot
be described without accounting for these properties. The transform parameters are
an integral part of the BJP model: all parameters (the transform parameters and the
parameters of the multivariate normal distribution) are estimated jointly (lines 237-242).
Therefore, the BJP modelling approach can be thought of as a sophisticated regres-
sion technique that accounts for non-linear relationships between predictors and pre-
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dictands as well as parameter uncertainty. The success of the BJP is then gauged on
how well it can use these relationships to forecast independent events.

8) Comment: “On top of this, it seems there is another "smoothing" step introduced
via the BMA......given all the "normalising" and "averaging" is it really a surprise that
abnormal, infrequent, and highly variable timeseries such as high flows are not well
predicted?”

Response: We do not agree that the BMA is necessarily another significant source
of smoothing – particularly where the evidence for a given teleconnection is strong.
Bayesian model averaging weights the forecasts (given as probability densities) of
different models based on their predictive ability (under cross-validation). That is, it
weights individual models highly where evidence of a given teleconnection is strong.
This allows the predictive densities of different models to be combined to produce the
most skilful forecasts possible. If one teleconnection is particularly strong (e.g. the
NINO3.4 index in a given season), the BMA will weight that model strongly, and will
ignore other models. So the BMA will allow the forecasts to reflect the accuracy (and
uncertainty) of a forecast where the evidence for a particular climate index is strong
(i.e., it will not get “smoothed”). Where evidence for teleconnections is more equivocal,
the BMA will adjust the weights (and accuracy and uncertainty) accordingly. Wang et
al. (2012) showed that this improves forecast skill.

Minor comments:

9) Comment: “Table 2. Anomalies are used for some indices. What periods were the
anomalies calculated based on? Why were anomalies used for some indices but not
all?”

Response: Thanks for pointing this omission out. In fact, all the SST indices we use
are anomalies. The anomalies are calculated in relation to 1971-2000 (this is specified
in the reference for the SST temperature series, Smith et al. 2008, which we have now
cited in response to the comment #10, below). Whether the indices are anomalies or
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not makes no material difference to the BJP models.

10) Comment: “Table 2. For the indices, which SST and SLP data sets were the indices
calculate from?”

Response: Apologies for this oversight. We have added the following text to address
this comment: “Sea surface temperature climate indices were derived from the Na-
tional Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR) Extended Reconstruction of Sea Sur-
face Temperature version 3 (Smith et al., 2008). B140 was derived from the National
Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP)–NCAR reanalysis data (Kalnay et al.,
1996). SOI was sourced from the Australian Bureau of Meteorology (BOM).” (Lines
205-209)

11) Comment: “Table 1. Different analysis period was used for different stations. Are
the results sensitive to this? Why not use a consistent analysis period?”

Response: We used the maximum amount of data available (always constrained by
the availability of streamflow data) to train our models, as we would if generating real-
time forecasts. This gives the models the best chance of success. The cross-validation
means that the results are less sensitive to the choice of period.

12) Comment: “Where was the daily flow data obtained from? Was it complete over
the periods indicated in Table 1? Was any infilling conducted? How were losses/gains
due to non- natural influences accounted for (e.g. irrigation, farm-dams, reservoir spills
etc)??”

Response: Again, apologies for this oversight. The data were taken from the CWYET
dataset (Vaze et al., 2011), a quality-controlled streamflow dataset of catchments with
minimal human impact (i.e., no major storages or diversions). The sites were chosen
in part because of their long and largely complete records, however there were (of
course) some missing values. We have added a column to Table 1 listing the proportion
of streamflow data missing. No infilling was carried out, and as the catchments are not
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affected by large dams or diversions, no account was made of farm dams or other
extractions (which in any case tend to have less effect on high streamflows). We have
now noted the source of these data in the paper (lines 114-116).

13) Comment: “I don’t think enough (or any) comment is made about the role of multi-
decadal climate variability. The paper by Kiem et al 2003 is cited which showed that
the analysis period used in this study is split into two epochs (predominance of high
flows pre 1978; lack of high flow post-1978). This is associated with the IPO which
Scott Power in his 1999 paper also showed influences predictability (i.e. when IPO
is negative (i.e. 1948-78) predictive skill, associated with SOI in the Power paper,
is enhanced and when IPO is positive (as it has been since late-1970s until 2010)
predictive skill is reduced. Given the majority of your study period is dominated by IPO
+ve conditions (i.e. low predictability) I think some discussion and caveats along these
lines is warranted.”

Response: Thanks for pointing this out – we have added discussion of the role of in-
terdecadal variability as follows: “Some studies (e.g. Kiem et al., 2003) use an index
describing the Interdecadal Pacific Oscillation (IPO) to relate rainfall/streamflow to cli-
mate indices. If we limit our assessment of forecasts only to periods where IPO was in
the negative phase, it is possible that ENSO SST indices may add more skill to the fore-
casts (as suggested by Kiem et al., 2003). However, we sought to assess forecast skill
in the context of generating forecasts in real-time. Describing the IPO is not particularly
useful for real-time forecasting because it is only possible to define an IPO phase with
certainty in retrospect (although informed speculation about the present IPO phase is
possible; see, e.g., Cai and van Rensch, 2012). That is, it is often not possible to know
with certainty which IPO phase we are in at the present time, so it cannot be used to
inform real-time forecasts.” (Lines 543-552)
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Figures Captions:

Figure 1: Skill (%) of BJP-BMA models calculated with respect to the BJP model that
uses only catchment wetness as a predictor for the MUR catchment.

Please also note the supplement to this comment:
http://www.nat-hazards-earth-syst-sci-discuss.net/1/C2022/2013/nhessd-1-C2022-
2013-supplement.pdf
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Fig. 1. Skill (%) of BJP-BMA models calculated with respect to the BJP model that uses only
catchment wetness as a predictor for the MUR catchment.
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